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Abstract— This paper discusses the issues involving the design and fabrication of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSEL’s). A review of the basic experimental structures is
given, with emphasis on recent developments in distributed Bragg
reflectors, gain media, as well as current and optical confinement
techniques. The paper describes present VCSEL performance, in
particular, those involving selective oxidation and visible wavelength operation.
Index Terms— Optoelectronic devices, semiconductor device
fabrication, semiconductor lasers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

N THE 1970’s, Iga et al. at the Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan, proposed the idea of a vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) [1]. They achieved roomtemperature pulsed operation in 1984 [2], and continuous-wave
(CW) room-temperature operation in 1988 [3]. Since the mid1980’s, the state-of-the-art has progressed steadily, due to
advances in the design and growth of mirrors and gain structures, as well as fabrication techniques for electrical and optical
confinement. These advances have led to VCSEL’s which
rival conventional edge-emitting laser diodes in efficiency [4],
[5] and surpass them by a wide margin in threshold current
[6]–[8]. Several companies are presently manufacturing VCSEL’s, and the use of VCSEL’s in commercial products is
imminent.
The reason many laboratories devote their resources to
developing VCSEL technology is because of the concept’s
inherent advantages. To appreciate these advantages, let us
first mention a few problems with conventional diode lasers.
The conventional laser is often referred to as an edge emitter
because laser output is from the edge of a semiconductor
chip [see Fig. 1(a)]. With edge emission, the transverse and
lateral modes of the laser depend on the cross section of the
heterostructure gain region, which is transversely very thin
for carrier confinement and laterally wide for output power.
The result is highly elongated near and far fields that do
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(b)
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of (a) an edge-emitting laser and (b) a VCSEL.

not match well to the circular cross section of an optical
fiber. Also, the output beam is highly astigmatic, with full
angle beam divergence of as much as 50 in the transverse
dimension. This makes the design and fabrication of coupling
optics challenging. From a manufacturing aspect, facet mirrors
are fabricated either by cleaving or etching, so that optical
testing of the laser chip cannot be performed until many of
the fabrication and packaging processes are completed. Lastly,
due to the long (10 to 10 ) optical cavity, an edge emitter
typically lases on multiple longitudinal modes, or is prone to
mode hop. While each of the above problems can be addressed
at least in part by special structures, these structures add to the
complexity and cost of the laser diodes.
The VCSEL circumvents the problems arising from edge
emission by having its resonator axis in the vertical (epitaxial
growth) direction [see Fig. 1(b)]. With the laser emission from
the wafer surface, it is possible to have a symmetrical beam
cross section, with small beam divergence. Furthermore, the
very short cavity length makes VCSEL operation inherently
single longitudinal mode. Surface emission also make possible
the fabrication of two-dimensional (2-D) laser arrays with high
fill factors. In addition, there are advantages associated with
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growth and fabrication. Unlike an edge emitter, the VCSEL
mirrors are fabricated during the epitxial growth, thereby eliminating the labor-intensive cleaving or dry etching steps used in
making edge-emitting resonator facets. The ability to perform
batch processing with standard integrated circuit fabrication
technologies, coupled with on-wafer device testing, should
enable high-volume and low-cost VCSEL manufacturing.
The advantages of VCSEL’s come with a price. The significant reduction in the gain length has to be compensated
by a high- cavity, which places considerable demand on
resonator mirror quality. In Section II, the development of
distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR’s) as VCSEL resonator mirrors is described. We will emphasize semiconductor mirrors,
which enable monolithic VCSEL structures, and allow current
injection through the mirrors. The latter requires low electrical
resistance in the mirrors, and Section II presents in detail
how this can be accomplished with graded DBR structures.
Presently, laser performance achievable with conducting mirrors surpasses that of VCSEL configurations where the current
paths bypass the mirrors.
The short gain length must also be compensated by an active
medium that is capable of providing significant gain to the
lasing mode. In Section III, the active region is discussed, in
particular, the role it plays in determining threshold properties.
We introduce a microscopic gain model and show how it is
used to analyze experimental data, such as those relating to
spectral and device size dependences. Also in this section
is a discussion of the techniques and issues concerning the
fabrication of visible wavelength VCSEL’s, which presently
operate CW from 690 to 630 nm.
Section IV reviews the VCSEL structures used for transverse optical and electrical confinement, which is necessary
for achieving high efficiency or low threshold current. Fig. 2
shows the four basic device structures: the etched air-post,
ion implanted, regrown buried heterostructure, and oxideconfined VCSEL structures. These devices involve a variety
of fabrication techniques. Early VCSEL’s used etched air-post
structures to confine the current path and to provide index
guiding for the optical mode. In contrast, VCSEL’s that are
created by ion implant have current paths that are defined by
the surrounding high-resistance regions. Implanted VCSEL’s
do not have built-in index guiding for the optical mode.
Regrowth allows the fabrication of buried heterostructures,
which provide both carrier confinement and index guiding.
Recently, oxide-confined structures are found to be highly
effective in providing electrical and optical confinement. These
structures make possible the demonstration of the highest wall
plug efficiency for a VCSEL and the lowest threshold current
for a semiconductor laser.
Section V presents a summary of this paper and discusses
future research directions and emerging applications.

II. DISTRIBUTED BRAGG REFLECTORS (DBR’S)
As shown in Fig. 1(b), two DBR’s provide longitudinal
confinement of the laser field. A typical DBR has several
periods, where each period contains a high refractive index
layer adjacent to a low refractive index layer. For constructive
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Fig. 2. Four basic structures: (a) etched air-post, (b) ion-implanted, (c)
regrown buried heterostructure, and (d) oxide-confined VCSEL’s.

interference of the reflected waves from the interfaces, each
layer should be
thick, where
is the wavelength in
the respective layers. The choice of materials for the layers is based on maximizing index contrast, and maintaining
transparency to the laser light. The layers may be made of
dielectric materials, where a large refractive index difference
between layers is possible (e.g., (ZnSe)
(CaF ) 1.7) [9],
so that one obtains high reflectivity with a small number of
DBR periods. We, as well as others, have concentrated on the
development of semiconductor DBR’s [10], [11], because they
can be epitaxially grown and allow current injection through
the mirrors. However, the index contrast (n(GaAs) n(AlAs)
is not as high as in a dielectric DBR, and consequently, a large number
of periods is needed to achieve
high reflectivity. The combinations of Al Ga As–AlAs
and GaAs–AlAs are typical for VCSEL’s operating at 850
and 980 nm, respectively. In a semiconductor system that
lacks sufficiently high index contrast alloys, a solution is to
grow nonlattice-matched DBR’s, and then wafer bond them
to the optical cavity. For example, DBR mirrors consisting
of GaAs–AlAs layers have been grown separately and then
wafer bonded to phosphide-based alloys for operation at 1.3
and 1.55 m [12].
An important issue associated with current injection through
a DBR is electrical resistance. Heterojunctions between highand low-index semiconductors usually have large energy band
offsets that form potential barriers which inhibit carrier flow.
This problem can be particularly acute in p-type DBR’s
because the large hole mass reduces tunneling and thermionic
emission. While the heterojunction resistance can be reduced
by increased doping, one cannot arbitrarily increase doping
densities throughout the structure, because doing so also
increases optical absorption. A more effective solution is the
use of alloy grading at interfaces, often in conjunction with
varied doping profiles such as increased doping at interfaces
[13], delta doping [14], and modulation doping [15]. Initial
demonstrations of interface grading used a single narrow
region of intermediate alloy composition inserted between the
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high- and low-index layers [16]. Such step grading profiles
substantially reduce the differential resistance at large electrical biases, but typically result in DBR voltage drops of 1 V
or more even at modest current densities of 1 kA cm .
Further reductions in DBR voltage result from more continuous variations in alloy composition across the interface.
In conventional molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the alloy
composition changes discontinuously between values determined by the fixed fluxes of a limited number of Al and
Ga effusion cells. Alternatively, superlattices with effective
intermediate compositions can be created by alternating thin
layers of just two compositions. The latter technique provides
the ability to vary the effective alloy composition using a
minimum number of cells simply by varying the duty cycle of
the superlattice. Superlattice grading has the disadvantage of
requiring thousands of shutter operations per VCSEL growth.
True alloy grading can also be achieved by MBE through
variation of the cell temperatures [17].
The cell temperature variation technique was used to realize two of the grading configurations shown in Fig. 3(a)
[18]. The DBR composition was ramped continuously from
Al Ga As to Al Ga As and back again to Al Ga As
by cyclically varying the Al and Ga effusion cell temperatures
in complementary fashion. In the first case, shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 3(a), the alloy composition is varied linearly
between the two extreme compositions. More complicated
profiles are also possible as illustrated with the dotted line
which uses three piecewise linear segments at each interface.
The latter profile reduces the potential cusps which form
at grading rate discontinuities [18] and thus yields lower
voltage drops than the simple linear grading as seen in Fig.
3(b). Note that the current–voltage relationship is linear for
the three-segment-per-interface profile, indicating a substantial
elimination of potential barriers that cause nonlinear transport
due to tunneling and thermionic emission.
In addition to the resistance of DBR’s to vertical current
flow, other properties including electrical lateral resistance,
thermal resistance, and optical reflectivity must be considered
in the design of DBR grading. While the vertical electrical
resistance is lowest for long graded regions and reduced
alloy composition variation, the other properties benefit from
reduced alloy content. Thus the alloy grading should be
concentrated at the approach to the high bandgap material
where it has the most benefit for reducing the vertical electrical
resistance. This consideration motivates the grading profile
shown by the solid line in Fig. 3(a) [19]. It has lower alloy
content in the flat regions as well as a more narrow transition
region in between. Despite the reduced alloy content, Fig. 3(b)
shows that this last design implemented with metalorganic
vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) has the lowest voltage drop of
the three DBR’s. While this profile could have been realized
with MBE using the cell temperature variation technique, it is
more simply realized using MOVPE [20]. Another advantage
that MOVPE offers over conventional MBE is the use of
carbon as a p-type dopant which has lower diffusivity and
is more readily activated in AlAs than Be.
Other significant contributions to the voltage drop in VCSEL’s are the lateral spreading and contact resistances. Both
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Three different grading profiles used in 20-period DBR’s and (b)
the resulting voltage–current density relationships. The grading profiles are
linear (dashed), three linear segments per interface (dotted), and uniparabolic
(solid). The average dopant concentrations are 2.9 1018 (Be), 1.9 1018
(Be), and 2.0
1018 (C), respectively. The first two were grown by MBE
and the third was grown by MOVPE.

2

2

2

contributions are accentuated in laterally contacted geometries,
such as those used in top emitting devices. The points in Fig. 4
show the measured device resistance for VCSEL’s with crosssectional areas defined by proton implantation [see Fig. 2(b)].
The two groups of points correspond to the three-segmentper-interface and uniparabolic designs shown in Fig. 3. Each
group may be fitted with the expression [21]
(1)
where the first term accounts for the contact, lateral, and
constriction contributions, and the second term accounts for the
heterojunction resistance. The curves in the figure are fits to experimental data, using (1). The fitting parameters are
4.1
and 1.0 mm and
2.6 10 and 9.8 10
cm for
the upper and lower curves, respectively. For both curves, the
first term dominates for device radii,
1 m, emphasizing
the importance of reducing lateral and contact resistance in
top-emitting VCSEL’s. This is accomplished in part by the
inclusion of an extra
layer of heavily doped GaAs at the
surface of the MOVPE lasers with the uniparabolic mirror [19].
Fabrication also influences the lateral resistance of annularcontacted VCSEL structures. Damage caused by proton implantation increases both bulk and contact resistivity. To
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Fig. 4. Series resistance versus active region radius for proton implanted
VCSEL’s with two DBR designs described in the text.

minimize detrimental effects of the implant, the implant dose
is made as low as possible. Excessive damage can be partially
annealed in a furnace or through operation of the laser [22].
The sensitivity of contact resistance to implant damage can
be reduced by increasing the doping level near the surface,
for example, by using beryllium delta doping in conjunction
with thin InGaAs caps [21]. Carbon doping also permits high
cap doping in MOVPE material.
III. ACTIVE REGION
A. Gain Structure
With high-reflectivity DBR’s, material threshold gain in
a VCSEL lies in the range between hundreds to thousands
of inverse centimeters. For a current injection device, the
gain typically comes from a quantum-well (QW) structure.
Fig. 5 shows the conduction band edge energy as a function
of position along the laser axis, for a general QW VCSEL
structure. The valence band edge energy is similar except for
the magnitude of the band offsets. The extent of the optical
cavity is defined by the DBR’s. Inside the optical cavity is
the QW active region. In the case of multiple QW’s, they
are separated by barrier layers. Cladding layers make up the
remainder of the usually -thick optical cavity.
The dashed curve in Fig. 5 shows the field amplitude of the
lasing mode for a
cavity. The placement of the QW’s in
relation to the lasing mode is important because it determines
the longitudinal confinement factor. The confinement factor
measures the overlap between the gain region and the lasing
mode, and is one of the factors determining the effectiveness
of the active region in providing gain to the lasing mode.
Compared to a spatially uniform gain distribution, a factorof-two enhancement in the longitudinal confinement factor
results if the active region is concentrated at the antinodes
of the lasing mode [23]. In the case of a
cavity, which has
only one antinode centered within the optical cavity, space
constraint limits the number of QW’s that can be packed
around the antinode. The optimal number balances the increase
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Fig. 5. Conduction band edge energy as a function of position along the
laser axis, for a general QW VCSEL structure. The dashed curve shows the
optical mode longitudinal spatial profile for a 1 cavity.

in gain length and the reduction in confinement factor with
increasing number of QW’s.
A wide range of III–V compounds are used in VCSEL
active regions. An extensively studied active region consists of
InGaAs QW’s separated by GaAs barrier layers. The ability to
change the amount of compressive strain in a QW by changing
the In concentration makes accessible a lasing wavelength
range of 0.9–1 m. This wavelength range also has the
practical advantage of the GaAs substrate being transparent
to the laser output. Compressive strain increases the curvature
of the lowest energy hole band, which increases the gain for
a given carrier density. The high gain and low absorption
losses achievable with an InGaAs QW gain region make
possible the demonstration of many VCSEL concepts, such
as those leading to ultralow threshold current, or very high efficiency VCSEL’s. Other gain regions are GaAs–AlGaAs QW
structures for operation in the 780–870-nm wavelength range,
InGaAsP–InP for the longer wavelengths around 1.3–1.6 m,
and InGaP–InAlGaP for the visible region from approximately
630 to 690 nm.
Because of quantum confinement, strain, and the wide range
of active region materials, we have the potential to tailor a
gain structure to optimize desired laser properties. In order
to realize this potential, an understanding of active medium
properties and dependences is important. An expeditious way
to expand our knowledge base and gain an understanding of
the underlying physics governing active region behavior is
with a microscopic gain model, where the influences of the
band structure, as well as the dependences on wavelength and
carrier density, are described [24]–[26].
B. Gain Model
In this subsection, we describe a gain model that has been
particularly successful at predicting the carrier density and
band structure dependences of the gain spectrum [27]–[29].
This model is based on semiclassical laser theory [30], where
one treats the laser field classically and the active medium
quantum mechanically. To derive the active medium equations,
we use a Hamiltonian that contains the dipole interaction
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between the laser field and an electron-hole pair, as well
as the Coulomb interactions among carriers. Including the
many-body Coulomb interactions is important in order to
accurately describe the VCSEL threshold behavior [31]–[33].
Working in the Heisenberg Picture, we derive equations of
motion for the active medium polarization and carrier populations (Semiconductor Bloch Equations) [34]. Using the rateequation approximation, and treating the interband Coulomb
interactions as a perturbation, gives the following equation for
intensity gain [26], (MKS):

(2)
where
is the transition frequency, is the laser frequency,
and are the permittivity and speed of light in vacuum,
is the background refractive index,
is the active region
volume, and
is the optical transition dipole matrix element.
The lineshape function is usually assumed to be a Lorentzian,
, or a hyperbolic sech function,
, where the dephasing rate, , is an input parameter.
The gain is evaluated for quasi-equilibrium conditions, where
intraband relaxation is sufficiently fast for the electron and
hole distributions,
and
, to be given by Fermi–Dirac
functions. The transition frequency and the dipole matrix
element depend on the QW band structure. We compute these
quantities by using
theory [35], where modifications due
to quantum confinement and strain are treated in the context
of the envelope approximation [24]. The effects of many-body
Coulomb interactions enter into (2) in the form of a carrier
density dependence in the transition energy
(3)
where
is the unexcited semiconductor bandgap energy,
and
are the Coulomb-hole and screened exchange
contributions, respectively, to the renormalized band gap energy. Coulomb effects also result in an excitonic or Coulomb
enhancement factor
(4)
where
is the Fourier transform of the screened Coulomb
potential energy.
C. Gain Effects on Threshold
We now show how the microscopic gain model can help
explain threshold behavior in a VCSEL. VCSEL threshold
behavior is strongly affected by the very short
, highoptical resonator, whose optical modes are well defined and
widely spaced in frequency. As a result, there is often only
one longitudinal mode within the gain spectrum, which leads
to laser threshold properties that are sensitive to the alignment
of the lasing mode in relation to the gain peak [36].
The threshold current and voltage are two important device
properties because they affect above-threshold performance as
well as electrical requirements for operating the laser. The

Fig. 6. Intrinsic threshold voltage versus lasing wavelength, from experiment
(points), many-body model (solid curve), and free-carrier model (dashed
curve).

intrinsic voltage is the lowest achievable potential drop for
a device. We can extract this quantity from a voltage versus
current (V–I) curve [33]. For a V–I curve that is linear above
threshold, we can determine a series resistance,
. At lasing
threshold, the voltage due to ohmic losses is
, where
is the threshold current. We subtract
from the
total threshold voltage to get the intrinsic threshold voltage.
The points in Fig. 6 show the measured intrinsic voltage for
selectively oxidized near-IR VCSEL’s distributed across the
same wafer. There is sufficient variation in layer thicknesses
across the wafer to provide VCSEL’s with a range of lasing
wavelength. The variation in the intrinsic voltage with lasing
wavelength shows the effect of the alignment between the
lasing mode and the gain spectrum. The minimum intrinsic
voltage is achieved at a wavelength that equals the peak
gain wavelength. The increase in voltage with deviation from
this wavelength depends on the shape and carrier density
dependence of the gain spectrum.
We assume that the intrinsic device voltage and the energy
separation between the electron and hole quasi-equilibrium
chemical potentials are equivalent. Since the quasi-equilibrium
chemical potential separation depends on the electron and hole
densities and the renormalized band gap energy, its changes
also result in changes in the magnitude and energy extension
of the gain spectrum. The solid curve is the quasi-equilibrium
chemical potential separation obtained from (2). For the band
structure calculations, we use material parameters reported in
the literature [37], [38]. The gain calculations are performed
by assuming a sech lineshape function with a dephasing rate of
2 10 s . Based on the best fit to the experimental data,
the theory predicts the same threshold gain of
500 cm
for all the VCSEL’s. The prediction of equal threshold gains
is consistent with the VSCEL’s being from a small region
of the same wafer, where we expect negligible differences in
optical and electrical properties, except for the cavity optical
path lengths. Note that the gain model is able to describe the
voltage behavior for all the devices reasonably well without
changing input parameters (except the lasing wavelength). Fig.
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(a)
Fig. 7. Threshold current density versus lasing wavelength, from experiment
(points), many-body model (solid curve), and free-carrier model (dashed
curve).

6 also shows the results of neglecting the many-body Coulomb
effects (dashed curve). For the shorter wavelength devices,
both gain models give basically the same results. However, for
the longer wavelength devices, the free-carrier theory predicts
significantly higher intrinsic voltages.
Fig. 7 shows the threshold current density for the same
devices. The theoretical curve is obtained using the same input
parameters as in the intrinsic voltage calculations. In addition
to (2), the calculation requires the steady-state solution to the
carrier density rate equation
(5)
where
is the threshold current density, is the electron
charge,
is the spontaneous emission contribution computed along with the gain calculations,
is the threshold
accounts for nonradiative carrier losses,
carrier density,
and is the Auger coefficient. We account for carrier leakage
by including in the analysis the unconfined states of the QW
structure and then assuming thermal equilibrium between the
populations of these states and the bound QW states [39]. The
solid curve, which assumes
500 cm , shows good
agreement between theory and experiment.
According to (2) and (5), neither the gain nor the threshold
current contain any explicit dependence on the active region
cross section. This observation leads to the argument that if
one can decrease the active region area and maintain the same
threshold current density, then the threshold current will be reduced accordingly. Fig. 8(a) shows this to be the case only for
oxide-confined VCSEL’s with cross-section areas 20 m .
To gain an understanding of the VCSEL threshold dependence
on device size, we perform the following analysis of the
experimental data [40]. Using the microscopic gain model, we
extract from the voltage data the threshold gain as a function
of device size [points, Fig. 8(b)]. Then, from a physical optics
simulation of the VCSEL cavity, we obtain an independent
assessment of the threshold gain dependence on device cross
section ([curve, Fig. 8(b)]. This latter calculation represents a
numerical solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation describing
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(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Measured threshold current vs. emitting cross section area
foroxide confined VCSEL. (b) Threshold gain extracted from intrinsic voltage(points) and from physical optics model (curve).

the cavity modes for the actual device geometry. According to
various optical models [40], [41], the oxide apertures, which
define the gain region cross section, give rise to significant
optical losses in the small devices. The calculated scattering
and diffraction losses, together with the condition for lasing
threshold give the threshold gain
(6)
and
are the DBR reflectivities, is the confinewhere
ment factor, and
accounts for the round-trip absorption
(scattering) losses. We choose
so that both curve and
points coincide for the large devices, where scattering losses
are negligible. The good agreement between the two results
for the entire range of device sizes indicates that the increase
in threshold gain with decreasing device cross section is due
primarily to diffraction losses from the oxide apertures.
From the threshold gain increase, we can calculate the
corresponding increase in the threshold carrier density. Any
increase in carrier density inevitably leads to greater leakage
of carriers from the QW’s. We account for carrier leakage
by including in the analysis the unconfined states of the QW
structure, and then assuming thermal equilibrium between
the populations of these states and the bounded QW states
[39]. The solid curve in Fig. 9 shows the calculated results,
which agree well with experiment (points). The dashed curve
indicates significant contribution from the leakage current for
the small devices.
D. Toward Visible Wavelengths
Over the past several years, we have also seen numerous
advances in the design and performance of VCSEL’s emitting
in the visible region of the spectrum [42]. These devices are
of interest due to the many visible wavelength applications
that can benefit from the geometry and performance of a
VCSEL. They include applications where a low divergence
beam leads to less expensive optical components, e.g., in
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Fig. 9. Threshold current density versus emitting cross-section area from
experiment (points) and model (solid curve). The dashed curve shows the
calculated leakage current.

laser scanners and printers. Visible wavelength VCSEL’s are
also attractive for plastic fiber-based applications, due to
the minimum in the attenuation of the fibers at 650 nm,
and to the compatibility of the VCSEL symmetrical beam
profile to optical fiber coupling. Finally, there are numerous
spectroscopic and medical applications that require low-power
compact visible laser sources in the few milliwatt regime.
While VCSEL’s emitting in the far visible (700–800 nm)
region have been demonstrated using AlGaAs alloys [43], [44],
the most efficient visible wavelength VCSEL’s to date are
composed of AlGaInP alloys. The first electrically injected
AlGaInP VCSEL’s were demonstrated in 1993 [45]–[47].
Later, the development of a
cavity design led to rapid
progress, resulting in visible VCSEL’s with outputs of several
milliwatts, and wallplug efficiencies above 10% [48]. Singlemode performance is important for many applications, such
as bar-code scanning and spectroscopy. To date, the highest
single-mode power achieved is approximately 2 mW at 690
nm, with up to 1-mW single-mode power demonstrated in the
665–675-nm region [49].
Fig. 10 shows that AlGaInP alloys have direct bandgap energies that span the visible region of the spectrum, from deep-red
to green. When lattice-matched to GaAs, the QW’s may be
under tensile and compressive strain, depending on In concentration. The unstrained configuration occurs at an In concentration of 0.52. The quaternary alloy (Al Ga
) In P
has a
conduction band crossing at an Al mole fraction
of approximately 0.56 to 0.7 [50]. This results in a transition
from a direct to an indirect bandgap material at approximately
555–570 nm, which is in the green to yellow region of
the spectrum. The
crossover limits short-wavelength
operation, as well as the bandgap energy available for barrier
and cladding materials.
The heterostructure design of AlGaInP VCSEL active regions is more challenging than for AlGaAs based near-infrared
(IR) VCSEL’s, due to less favorable materials properties.
Table I compares some of the relevant material properties
for the visible and near-IR wavelength gain structures. The
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Fig. 10. Room-temperature band-gap energy versus lattice mismatch for
alloys of AlGaInP on GaAs substrates.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR
InGaAsP–AlGaInP AND InGaAs–AlGaAs HETEROSTRUCTURES

1
1

Ec

Ev

3
3

mc
m

hh

W

Inx Ga1 x As–Al0:4 Ga0:6 As
near-IR
meV @ x
(L)
meV @ x
: (S)
meV @ x
(L)
meV @ x
: (S)

350
=0
480
=02
220
=0
290
=02
0 067 0 ( = 0)
0 45 0 ( = 0)
2
10 cm  C/W
:

:

m

m

< W <

x

x

Inx Ga10x P–(Al0:5 Ga0:5 )0:5 In0:5 P
visible
meV @
meV (L)
meV @ x
: (S)
meV @ x
:
meV @ x
: (S)

165
165
225
=06
110
=05
=06
150
0 11 0 ( = 0 5)
0 62 0 ( = 0 5)
 19 cm  C/W
:

m

x

:

:

m

x

:

W

smaller confinement potentials for the former, shown in Table
I for both lattice-matched (L) and strained (S) quantum-well
structures, means that carrier leakage will be greater. Also, the
larger effective masses (relative to the free-electron mass,
,
contribute to higher threshold currents, and the larger thermal
impedance
leads to greater sensitivity to heating. There
are also issues involving doping and atomic ordering [42].
A task that is made more difficult by the shorter wavelength
is the design and fabrication of DBR’s. At present, the active
regions providing gain in the visible portion of the spectrum
are based on AlGaInP alloys, while the DBR’s typically
consist of AlAs–Al Ga
As layers. However, the low-index
Al Ga
As layers must have higher Al concentration ( 0.5)
to maintain low absorption of the laser light for
650
nm. The higher Al concentration reduces the refractive index
contrast ratio, and consequently, a larger number of DBR
periods is needed. With
0.5, the index contrast is
11% at 670 nm, and approximately 34 DBR periods are needed
to achieve 99.9% reflectivity. With thicker mirrors, series
resistance becomes more of a problem. To mitigate the effects
of the thicker mirrors, we typically use a parabolically graded
transition region between the constituent DBR layers.
For wavelengths shorter than 640 nm, other mirror designs
have to be considered. For example, AlInP–AlGaInP layers
can be designed for operating from green to red wavelengths [51]. Unfortunately, the index contrast is relatively
low, and the electrical resistance is somewhat high. The use of
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oxidization lowers the refractive index without increasing absorption. Only five periods of Al O /Al Ga As are needed
to achieve greater than 99.9% reflectivity in the visible. A
drawback is that the mirror is not conductive and therefore
an intracavity electrical contact is necessary. Similar results
have been achieved with AlInP–Al O layers [52]. Finally,
dielectric DBR’s (again, nonconducting) have been used for
visible wavelengths [53].
As mentioned in the above discussion, AlGaInP VCSEL’s
have several properties that affect their performance at elevated
temperatures. The difficulty in p-type doping, high thermal
impedance, and low confinement energies all contribute to a
reduction of the output power and device efficiency at high
temperatures. Near-infrared VCSEL’s have successfully used
gain offset to improve high-temperature operation [54]. This
concept involves using the property that the gain peak red
shifts more with increasing temperature than the lasing mode.
By designing the VCSEL such that at room temperature, the
gain peak is blue shifted with respect to the lasing mode,
one can maximize the elevated temperature range over which
sufficiently close alignment between lasing mode and gain
peak is maintained.
Fig. 11(a) shows the effect of gain offset in visiblewavelength VCSEL’s [49]. The wafer was intentionally grown
with some nonuniformity such that from the center to the
edge of the wafer the laser mode at room temperature varies
673 to 703 nm, while the gain peak remains
from
essentially fixed. By measuring the temperature dependence
of the threshold current for VCSEL’s at different locations on
the wafer, we can study the effects of gain offset. At room
temperature, the lowest threshold current, which occurs when
the lasing mode and the gain peak are aligned, was obtained
for devices emitting at
680 nm. A VCSEL emitting at
675 nm at room temperature then has the gain peak red shifted
with respect to the laser mode. For this device, raising the
temperature serves to further increase the separation between
the laser mode and the gain peak, resulting in a rapidly
increasing threshold current with temperature [dashed curve,
Fig. 11(a)]. On the other hand, a VCSEL emitting at
690
nm at room temperature has the gain peak blue shifted with
respect to the laser mode. For this device, the gain peak comes
into alignment with the cavity mode as temperature increases,
so that initially the threshold current actually decreases with
increasing temperature [solid curve, Fig. 11(a)]. Comparison
of the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 11(a) shows that
although the device with gain offset has a higher threshold
current at room temperature, it experiences a smaller variation
50 C).
in the threshold current ( 10% for 20 C
Furthermore, the devices with gain offset also have higher
maximum output power [Fig. 11(b)].
In addition to high-temperature operation, a challenge is
to demonstrate lasing at shorter (
650 nm) wavelengths.
The standard visible VCSEL structures incorporate approximately 0.5% compressive strain in the In Ga P QW’s.
To operate at shorter wavelength, one can decrease the In
concentration in the QW, which increases its bandgap energy.
On the other hand, decreasing the QW In concentration also
reduces the compressive strain, which leads to a higher in-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) Threshold current versus temperature for implanted VCSEL’s
with (solid curve) and without (dashed curve) gain offset. The lasing wave20  C is 690 nm for the former, and 675 nm for the latter. (b)
length at T
Maximum output power versus temperature for the above VCSEL’s.

=

plane ground state hole mass and, in turn, a degradation of
gain medium performance. Lasing threshold is still achievable
at reduced QW In concentration, and edge-emitting lasers with
In Ga
P QW’s that are tensile strained (
0.52) have
demonstrated lasing in the TM polarization at
610 nm
to 640 nm [55]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to achieve lasing
threshold with tensile-strained QW’s in a VCSEL, because the
vertical cavity geometry only allows operation in the lower
gain TE polarization.
As an alternative, we explored shortening the emission
wavelength by adding aluminum into the QW’s, thus using
AlGaInP quaternary alloys in both the QW’s and the barriers.
Numerical simulations involving the effects of varying the
amount of aluminum in the QW’s show a sharp increase in
the threshold current for devices emitting at
640 nm.
The main contribution to this high threshold current is current
leakage out of the QW region [39]. The onset of current
leakage is determined by the QW confinement potential,
which at present is limited by the maximum direct bandgap
achievable with the AlGaInP barrier layers. Therefore, CW
lasing at wavelengths shorter than the 630 nm demonstrated
to date is expected to be difficult [56], [57].
IV. TRANSVERSE ELECTRICAL

AND

OPTICAL CONFINEMENT

Limiting the cross-sectional areas of the electrical current
and optical mode effectively in the vicinity of the gain region
is important for achieving high efficiency or low threshold
current. In Fig. 2, we showed the four device structures
presently used for transverse electrical or optical confinement.
This section reviews these structures, emphasizing the oxideconfined case, because it presently provides the most effective
confinement of both carriers and photons.
A. Air-Post Structures
The simplest method to define the lateral dimensions of
a VCSEL cavity is to etch a pillar or post [Fig. 2(a)]. The
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first demonstration of a monolithic VCSEL was achieved
with an etched air-post structure [58]. Anisotropic dry etching
techniques, such as chemically assisted ion beam etching
(CAIBE) [59] or reactive ion etching (RIE) [60], make possible
the fabrication of pillar structures with small cross-section
areas and smooth vertical sidewalls. Strong index guiding is
present in an air-post structure because of the large index step
at the interface between semiconductor and air. As a result, the
lateral dimension of the VCSEL resonator has to be relatively
small ( 5 m) if single transverse mode operation is desired
[61]. The laser field polarization in an air-post structure is
influenced by the shape of the optical cavity cross section
[62]. Since it is relatively straightforward to etch asymmetric
cross-section air-posts, polarization control is readily achieved
in single lasers and in arrays [63].
A disadvantage of the air-post VCSEL is carrier loss due to
surface recombination at the side walls. In addition, optical
loss increases with greater etch depth and smaller air-post
diameter, due to diffraction [64] and scattering from imperfections in the sidewalls [65], respectively. An additional consideration is the high thermal impedance of these structures, due
to the absence of an effective heat sink in contact with the laser
cavity. As discussed in Section III, a VCSEL is more sensitive
to thermal effects than the conventional edge-emitting laser
because of the need to align the resonator resonance to the gain
spectrum. An important effect of this misalignment is output
power “roll over” with increasing injection current [36]. The
encapsulation of the air-post structure with a material having
high thermal conductance, such as gold, has been successfully
used to mitigate high thermal impedance problems [66].
B. Ion-Implanted Structures
A planar VCSEL geometry provides better thermal dissipation as well as simplifies fabrication and packaging. Lateral
current confinement is possible in a planar structure through
ion implantation [64], [67]–[69]. By selectively implanting
ions into a semiconductor material, we can render certain
regions insulating and thereby control the flow of the injection
current. Different ion species have been used (O , N , F ,
H ), with protons being the most common. The required
implantation energy depends on the ion mass and desired
implant depth.
Implanted VCSEL’s have demonstrated good reliability
[70], [71], in spite of the crystal damage caused by the
implanted ions. However, the possibility of active region
damage by ions and the indistinct boundary of the implanted
region due to lateral scattering of ion species (straggle) limit
the proximity of the implanted region to the active layer and
the precision with which small apertures can be defined.
Another drawback of ion implantation is that, unlike the
air-post structure, it does not provide inherent index guiding
for the optical field. Under CW operation, a thermally induced
refractive index gradient (thermal lensing) gives rise to index
guiding to confine the optical mode [72]. Experimental evidence of thermal lensing comes from the higher threshold
currents observed under pulsed operation [73], and from the
long time lag observed between electrical modulation and opti-
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cal response [36], [74]. The index guiding with thermal lensing
is insufficient to prevent multilateral-mode operation due to
spatial hole burning [75], and the implanted geometry does
not provide inherent polarization discrimination or control.
C. Regrown Structures
An approach that provides index guiding in a planar geometry involves using a buried heterostructure [Fig. 2(c)].
Similar to the case in edge emitters, the active region is first
isolated by etching away the materials around the intended
cavity. Then, the etched regions are replaced with materials
that have higher bandgap energies. The regrown regions define
the lateral boundaries of the active region and contribute to
electrical as well as optical confinement, because of their wider
bandgaps and lower refractive indices.
The epitaxial regrowth is quite challenging for VCSEL’s
because it typically requires growth on highly reactive AlGaAs
surfaces. Careful etching techniques combined with special
cleaning processes and/or avoiding atmospheric exposure are
necessary. Three successfully demonstrated regrowth techniques to date are: etching followed by liquid phase epitaxy
(LPE) utilizing melt-back cleaning [76], [77]; vacuum integrated dry etching and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [78],
[79]; and dry etching followed by chemical pretreatments
before metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) [80].
Conventional index-guided [81] and antiguided [82] VCSEL’s fabricated with the above regrowth techniques have
demonstrated reliable single-mode operation. Regrowth allows
implementation of a variety of device schemes for channeling
the flow of current, such as lateral current injection. It can also
be used to passivate the cavity sidewall, restore heat sinking
material for thermal dissipation [78], or incorporate optimized
epilayers for microelectronic device integration [83].
D. Oxide-Confined VCSEL
Many recent advances in VCSEL performance are due to the
use of selective oxidation to provide index guiding and electrical confinement [Fig. 2(d)]. Wet oxidation of AlGaAs [84],
[85], which was successfully implemented in edge emitters
[86]–[88], produces highly effective current apertures in hybrid
VCSEL’s operating with dielectric DBR’s [6], as well as in
monolithic VCSEL’s operating with semiconductor DBR’s
[89]. Significant improvements in laser performance have been
reported for VCSEL’s operating at 980, 850, 780, and 650 nm.
The implementation of selective oxidation is relatively
straightforward [89], [90]. One begins by growing Al-rich
AlGaAs layers at the desired locations of the current apertures.
This is particularly amendable for a VCSEL due to the typical
presence of high Al-content epilayers. For lateral oxidation
of the Al-rich layers to occur, a mesa structure is formed by
etching to expose the sidewalls. Placing the mesa structure
in a steam environment at temperatures of 350 C to 500
C converts the AlGaAs to a robust insulating oxide with
low refractive index [85]. The oxidation starts at the exposed
surfaces at the mesa sidewall and propagates toward the center,
resulting in an unoxidized aperture surrounded by oxidized
material, as shown in Fig. 12. Because the oxidation rate
is proportional to the Al concentration [89], the aperture is
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 12. Current aperture of selectively oxidized VCSEL: (a) top view
of laser mesa showing square oxide aperture, (b) transmission electron
cross-section image of selectively oxidized VCSEL showing oxide aperture
above the active region [91].

the smallest in the layer with the highest Al concentration.
The confinement layers can be located significantly closer to
the gain layer than in the other VCSEL structures shown in
Fig. 2. This mitigates lateral carrier diffusion effects, resulting
in highly effective current confinement in the active layer,
especially for small apertures.
The temperature dependence of the oxidation rates of AlGaAs alloys follow an Arrhenius relationship. A strong compositional dependence of the oxidation rates results from
the compositional dependence of the activation energies. Fig.
As
13 shows that the measured oxidation rate of Al Ga
changes by more than two orders of magnitude for 0.82
1 [89]. Thus, a high degree of oxidation selectivity between
AlGaAs layers can be obtained with minute compositional
differences between layers. On the other hand, this also
means that stringent compositional control between layers
and uniformity within a layer are critical during growth. At
Sandia National Laboratories, the VCSEL wafers are grown
by MOVPE, which is especially suited for oxide-confined
VCSEL growth because of the complete accessibility of the
AlGaAs alloy range, the stringent compositional control, and
the high degree of compositional uniformity [91]. For the lowrefractive-index DBR layers not intended for oxidation, we
use a GaAs mole fraction of 6%–8%. For the low-refractiveindex layers intended for oxidation, the GaAs mole fraction
is adjusted to 2% to increase their oxidation rate. The oxide
layers contain a small amount of Ga, which we find leads to
isotropic oxidation and laser structures which are mechanically
stable to thermal cycling [92].
The buried oxide has a significantly lower refractive index
1.6) than the original semiconductor layer [87]. Thus, the
(
oxide can also be used in DBR’s to give high index contrast
[93], [57]. The lower index oxide surrounding the unoxidized
current aperture also provides strong index guiding to the laser
field [74], [94], [95]. The induced effective index difference
between the cavity and the surrounding region containing
the oxide layer [96] can be controlled through the thickness
of the oxide layer and the position of the oxide layer(s)
relative to the optical cavity [97]. Positioning the oxide layers
directly adjacent to or even inside the optical cavity produces
the strongest index confinement. However, the abrupt index
discontinuity of the oxide layer will induce optical loss for
cavity diameters 5 m, as shown in Fig. 9.
Another novel optical effect arising from the reduced index
of the buried oxide aperture is illustrated in Fig. 14 [97].

Fig. 13.

Measured oxidation rate of Alx Ga10x As versus Al composition, x.

Fig. 14. The calculated DBR reflectance containing an oxidized layer (heavy
curve) or an unoxidized layer (light curve); superimposed is the observed
lasing emission showing both oxide and cavity modes.

In the region of the optical cavity under the oxide layer(s),
the longitudinal cavity resonance is strongly modified relative
to the as-grown cavity resonance. Plotted in Fig. 14 is the
calculated reflectance of two cavities, one with the top DBR
containing a single oxide layer next to the active region and
the other with an unoxidized as-grown layer. The reflectivity
across the stopband in Fig. 14 is increased for the DBR
containing the oxide layer and the cavity resonance is blueshifted relative to the unoxidized cavity resonance wavelength.
Superimposed on Fig. 14 is the observed lasing spectrum
from a VCSEL which exhibits two simultaneous lasing emission separated by 17 nm. The shorter wavelength emission
corresponds to lasing modes at the periphery of the current
aperture (“oxide” modes) arising from carriers diffusing in the
QW’s under the oxide layer, while the cavity modes inside
the aperture emit at the as-grown resonance wavelength. The
lasing emission of the oxide modes can be tailored through
the thickness and position of the buried oxide aperture(s) [97].
For example, using quarterwave-thick oxide layers on each
side of the optical cavity [90] sufficiently shifts the resonance
of these modes off of the DBR stopband to inhibit them from
lasing.
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(a)
Fig. 16. Threshold current density versus wavelength for selectively oxidized
and implanted visible-wavelength VCSEL’s.

the oxidized devices have clearly lower threshold currents than
the implanted ones from the same wafer. The lower electrical
power requirement for the oxide VCSEL’s is particularly
relevant toward achieving short wavelength operation, where
current leakage is expected to be significant because of low
QW confinement potentials.
V. CONCLUSION

(b)
Fig. 15. Characteristics for broad-area selectively oxidized and implanted
VCSEL’s fabricated from the same wafer. (a) Threshold current density. (b)
Threshold voltage.

Fig. 15 compares the threshold voltage and current density,
and
, respectively, for broad-area oxide-confined and
implanted 970-nm VCSEL’s, fabricated from the same wafer
[97]. The superior threshold properties of the oxide-confined
devices are evident, in terms of overall lower threshold current densities and voltages. Also, they operate over a wider
wavelength range, which translates to a wider temperature
operating range. Monolithic oxide-confined IR VCSEL’s now
hold several performance records. They include: 1) lowest
threshold current of 10 A [7], which is lower than any
other diode laser; 2) lowest threshold voltage, 1.33 V at
970 nm [89]; 3) highest power conversion efficiency of 50%
[4], which is competitive with the best edge emitters; and 4)
highest small-signal modulation bandwidth of 20 GHz [98].
Selective oxidization also results in higher performance
for visible-wavelength VCSEL’s, giving threshold currents
and voltages less than 1 mA and 2 V, respectively [56].
Also demonstrated are CW emission down to 642 nm and
power conversion efficiency 10% [56]. As the DBR’s for
the 640–690-nm wavelength range are composed of AlGaAs
alloys, the design to enable selective oxidation is similar to that
for the near-IR. In Fig. 16, we show a comparison of threshold
current across a wafer for oxidized and implanted broad-area
AlGaInP VCSEL’s. Similar to the near-IR VCSEL’s (Fig. 15),

This paper discusses the design, fabrication, and performance of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL’s).
We emphasize monolithic structures, where graded-index
semiconductor distributed Bragg reflectors provide high
reflectivity and low electrical resistance. Because the longitudinal modes of a short high- VCSEL resonator are
well defined and widely spaced in frequency, laser behavior
is sensitive to the overlap of these modes with the gain
spectrum. For current injection devices, the gain region
typically consists of QW’s. The wide variety of gain region
materials, together with the degrees of freedom provided by
quantum confinement and strain allow VCSEL operation at
wavelengths ranging from near-IR to visible. The development
of phosphide-based VCSEL’s operating at visible wavelengths
represents an important advance. Progress in the design
and performance of AlGaInP-based VCSEL’s make viable
their use in applications ranging from bar-code scanners to
plastic-fiber-based optical links. The development efforts in
near-IR and visible VCSEL’s are aided by the availability
of microscopic VCSEL models that accurately describe the
band structure influences, as well as wavelength and carrier
density dependences. These models are used extensively in the
analyses of experimental data, resulting in the understanding
and optimization of gain region properties, especially those
relating to lasing threshold. Finally, important to VCSEL
performance is effective transverse electrical and optical
confinement. Many of the recent breakthroughs, such as 50%
wall-plug efficiency and 100- A threshold current, are due
to the use of selective oxidation to provide current confinement
and index guiding. The technique is very versatile, leading
to improvements in VCSEL performance in GaAs, InGaAs,
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InGaAsP, and AlGaInP systems, and is applicable to both
monolithic VCSEL’s operating with semiconductor DBR’s as
well as hybrid VCSEL’s operating with dielectric DBR’s.
After more than a decade of research and development that
cumulated in the device performance discussed in this paper,
the VCSEL appears ready for high volume and potentially
low-cost manufacture. The first applications being considered
are those requiring low drive powers, for example, in optical
data links. Also being proposed are more advanced schemes
involving parallel multigigabit/second data links with freespace or holographic interconnections, for extremely high
(terabit/second) aggregate data rates [99]. Other commercial
applications under development include compact disk optical heads, copier printer heads, optical scanners, projection
systems, and optical displays.
Ongoing research and development efforts are directed
toward addressing aspects of VCSEL performance that may
be relevant for future applications. A need in many potential applications is higher output power, especially into the
fundamental optical mode. One promising approach to highpower fundamental mode operation in a VCSEL or VCSEL
array involves the use of “antiguided” or “leaky” modes [100],
[101]. Extending VCSEL operation to longer (2–10 m) as
well as shorter wavelengths (e.g., 550 nm) are of interest
because of spectroscopic and sensor applications in the former
and optical display applications in the latter. Integration of
the VCSEL with microelectronics and microoptics is being
implemented to increase functionality [83], [102]. Work is
continuing to increase modulation bandwidth and to further
reduce lasing threshold current. There are also ongoing efforts
to demonstrate the ability of the VCSEL to function under
environmental conditions that are likely in commercial or
military applications. An important challenge involves the
transition of the advanced designs, epitaxial structures, and
requisite fabrication technologies into robust manufacturing
platforms. If successful, the VCSEL will likely play a defining
role in the optoelectronic industry.
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